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Creating a Prison Visit Guide for New York State
By Carla Canning

Introduction to the Community
The community I have worked to serve with my practicum project is made up of people who
have loved ones that are incarcerated in New York State prison facilities.
The main challenges this community faces can be characterized as issues of communication.
Studies show that communication and relationships with loved ones are central to an
incarcerated person's well-being while in prison and after release, their reentry into society.
These relationships are beneficial to both the incarcerated person and family members on the
outside. Incarceration is an extremely isolating experience, but it can also be isolating for the
family members that are not in prison.
They are impacted by the stigma of their loved one being in jail or prison and often may not feel
comfortable sharing the truth with friends, coworkers, or even family members. This
phenomenon is most often studied regarding children of incarcerated parents, but my work has
revealed that many spouses of incarcerated people feel similarly.
Other sub-issues are lack of access to information (about the system, the facility, the reality of
incarceration) and lack of access to the facility itself (not being able to visit often due to distance
or lack of transportation).
My research into this community was hampered by the pandemic. During the first semester, I
wasn’t able to attend meetings of support groups I’d found or classes and talks at local
non-profits. Because of this, my research was focused almost entirely online.
I found that there is a robust online portion of my community. This section of the community
mainly lives on forum-based websites, ones like Reddit and a site called PrisonTalk (this site has
been down for months now due to a funding issue, making the MASSIVE amount of information
housed there inaccessible). There are also a vast number of closed Facebook groups that are
not easy to get into, due to the importance of privacy to the community. Many will ask you to
disclose information about your experience or where your loved one is located before admitting
you.

On these different platforms and forums, people (most often women) discuss feeling unable to
tell those around them that their loved one is incarcerated. They also have many questions
about rules and guidelines. How many books are they able to send to a certain facility at once?
Where can they find the acceptable t-shirt for their loved one, one with no logos? How strict are
officers with clothing during visits? Sometimes they just flat out need support. A new mother
posted across multiple platforms: her husband was arrested and sent to Rikers Island last year,
what should she expect?
The information available from the Department of Corrections and Community Supervision can
often be outdated (the most recent family visit handbook is from 2019), incomplete
(amendments to directives are not available to family members on the outside. The person in
prison can only access them at the law library), or hard to find (different documents exist in
different places and procedures and rules differ from facility to facility).
There are also differences in understanding and enforcement of rules. A family member
described it to me as an “extremely human system,” due to the subjective nature of dealing with
different corrections officers. It is a system that is rife with misunderstanding, favoritism, and
abuse of power.
One community member told me about her experience with corrections officers:
“Visiting depends how you present yourself and which c.o.'s are working. I have no trouble and
they like me. Sometimes I have to facilitate them checking me thoroughly because i feel
awkward being pushed through when they put others through hell and scrutinize everything.”
Another told me about a recent issue she had with what she wore to her visit:
“I was recently made to change my outfit for a visit for the first time ever and I was wearing an
outfit I had worn multiple times before. The officer quoted a directive that doesn't exist. I always
bring a full extra outfit and I just went out to my car and changed, to me that fight wasn't one
worth having and risk losing my visit.”
My practicum project tapped into the online communities to create a website that breaks down
the visitation process into the components people asked about often; what to wear, what to
bring, and what to expect. The site contains general visit and package information as well as
pages dedicated to each of the nine facilities in the Wende Hub (New York State prisons are
separated into geographical hubs. I went through population data for each facility, noted these
numbers in a database and started the website with the most populated hub.)
I gathered visit information from the Department of Corrections, including their website,
handbook and other documents. I also conducted interviews with community members, asking
them to take me through the visit process and their own methods of preparation. I posted in
various online groups asking for practical tips and information, but also emotional guidance due
to the stress and frustration community members often mentioned when describing visit days.

Background
Mass incarceration is a critical issue in the United States. Mass incarceration refers to the
system responsible for the large number of people imprisoned in the United States.
The US incarcerates the highest number of people per capita (664 per 100,000 people as of
September 2021), despite only making up 4.5% of the world’s population. People of color are
more likely to be treated harshly and incarcerated by the US criminal justice system.
The reality of mass incarceration has created painful gaps and losses in communities and
families. According to a study by the Brennan Center, New York’s prison infrastructure is one of
the largest in the country. Compared to other states, New York may seem progressive in its
criminal justice law, but it still has an incarceration rate that is double that of the UK and Canada
(376 per 100,000 people). Currently, more than 40,000 New Yorkers are behind bars. The
majority of those people are held in New York State prison facilities.

The Project
Over the course of my work in the program, I noticed that similar questions and concerns were
being raised again and again in online groups. When someone would first join a group, or when
their loved one was transferred to a new facility the process began. They’d create posts,
wanting to know what visits were like, what the facility itself was like, if anyone carpooled there
or knew of a transportation company they could use. The information could be found within the
group, but people either didn’t think to look, or wanted the most up to date information.
People brought up visiting the most. When working on a story about televisits to New York City
jails during the pandemic (in-person visits were suspended until June of 2021) I talked with a
woman who, before the pandemic, visited New York City jails often.
I learned that the process is long, there are wait times up to four hours for a one hour visit. If you
are at the jail during a lockdown, you are obligated to stay put until the lockdown ends. She
ended up spending 8 hours at Metropolitan Detention Center for a one hour visit.
In-person visits are important for the incarcerated person and their loved ones on the outside. It
helps maintain ties and bonds but it also contributes to successful reentry and lower recidivism
rates.
When beginning conversations with my community, or starting to ask questions, I would often
refer to my own experience with the New York State prison system. I mentioned my own
encounter with corrections officers deciding whether or not my slightly frayed jeans were

acceptable, but also the joy and relief I felt when I was able to put my arms around my cousin
for the first time in months.
They often responded with their own stories of getting to hold their own loved ones or just
getting to look into their eyes if they were in a Special Housing Unit (solitary confinement or
colloquially, “the box”).
Since one of the biggest issues I encountered was lack of access to information, I wanted to
create a way to have all of that information in one place. I wanted to create something that
would make the entire process less intimidating.
I spoke to a community member who, among other things, described the visceral reaction she
had when driving up to Attica for the first time:
“...The first time driving into Attica is daunting. It looks like a castle kinda. Was scorching sunny
and hot yet there was a black cloud literally over it. I was so freaked out I drove away to
re-group.”
It is one thing to be confronted with a scary looking facility, and quite another to imagine your
loved one being locked away in there and then having to enter yourself.
I wanted my site to address the technical parts of visiting, the guidelines and the process, but I
also wanted to try to address the complex emotions that also make the process difficult.
When I asked the Prison Wives subReddit for advice for first time visitors, someone responded:
“first i would say prepare to feel “off” afterwards. personally i felt such a mix of sad, happy, and
angry after because i was so pleased to see him, but having to leave really sucked. so if
possible, try to have a peaceful rest of your day.”
“i make a list of topic points for things i want to tell my partner that i look at before i go in so i
know we’ll have good things to talk about. sometimes being able to spend time with him feels so
overwhelming that i can’t think of anything to say, so if i go in thinking ‘i have 5 topic points’ then
i feel calmer.
i imagine the prison will have already told you this, but make sure you’re wearing something
appropriate. think school/college rules; no off the shoulder, no over the knee shorts/skirts, no
revealing blouses etc.
basically, prepare for it to be weird. it will be lovely and fun, but also sad and maybe scary
(getting sniffed by drug dogs always makes me nervous even though i know i’m clean!). but
those monthly visits keep me going so i’d say they’re 100% worth it.”

When considering how to address these difficult emotions on my site I discussed it with some
community members.
While attempting to help a community member secure transportation from New York City to
Orleans Correctional Facility, I was put in contact with Alison Coleman, the coordinator of the
Osborne Association’s Hospitality Network.
Alison and her staff are in charge of initial visit processing in 16 New York State facilities, so she
is extremely knowledgeable when it comes to visitation. She was also able to verify information
I’d found in online groups, and guide me towards what was most important to know on visit
days.
Another community member described the entire visiting process to me. She called it a very
human system, and detailed occasions where she encountered corrections officers who were
under the impression they were simply doing their job, but were misinformed about a specific
rule.
Once she was trying to bring her husband a food package and the corrections officer (CO)
thought that a specific pepper was not allowed. She told him about the exact directive she was
following, and because he was relatively kind, he looked it up in front of her to verify. It turned
out she was correct, but had he not felt like looking it up, or been having a bad day, it just as
easily would have been denied.
I tried to talk to as many people as possible about their experiences, and to follow up with them
about the website and how accurate the information was. People were often more than happy to
help.
I also shared the website with the Justice for Women Taskforce, a group that formed during the
pandemic in support of women in the justice system or women impacted by it. I received the
following responses:
Carla, I love that you are doing this. Thank you.
Barbara Allan, founder of the Prison Families Alliance
Awesome, Carla!
This is fantastic!
Happy holiday
Thank you so very much!
Jayette Lansbury, CASAC FPA

This is absolutely phenomenal
Shameeka France

Lastly, I shared the website with New Hour Long Island, a nonprofit organization that works with
women impacted by the justice system, mainly women who are themselves formerly
incarcerated or in reentry. They also advocate on behalf of people who are currently in prison.
They plan to utilize my website as a resource for members.
“WOW, it looks amazing!! I went through all the different tabs and I love it! Very clear, easy to
understand and laid out so nicely. Your work is so important and this could be such an amazing
resource for us to use in the future. You can also use us as a resource as well!”
Jessica Devlin, New Hour

Learning & Takeaways
People with loved ones in prison are already painfully aware of the stigma they face. It is part of
the reason so many of them seek out the anonymity of online spaces like forums. I learned
more about this when I created my blog, a place where people impacted by incarceration could
submit anonymous thoughts. Someone there referred to their experience as a loved one on the
outside as “secondhand incarceration.” They explained that while they knew their loved ones
suffering in prison was deeply traumatic and difficult, they also suffered from extreme isolation.
They felt they couldn’t tell colleagues or even most friends. (Full post here).
Because of this, it was not easy to come into these groups, especially as a journalist, and build
trust and real relationships. Some people are weary of journalists, others simply dislike them.
There is a long history of damage to incarcerated people inflicted by journalists. At the start of
the program I wanted to make sure I understood that damage and was working against it.
Some of the best advice I got in the program was from Jeff Jarvis, who told me to be of service.
I plopped myself in these online communities and set aside time every day to go through them. I
read through and made notes of what people talked about often. I tried to research their
questions. When I helped a woman write a visit appeal letter, I sent the template I used and the
website where I found the superintendent’s information. I wanted to equip people with whatever
they needed to support and advocate for themselves.
It was through this work that I was able to notice patterns about what people talked about.
Something that stood out to me, and something that was posted about every day, was the stress
of visiting. This was something that was a little bit harder to research than the name of a
superintendent. But in addition to many questions online, there are also many people with
experience, and these people do want to help others.
I think my success in the community was in part showing up. I posted questions and ideas even
when I was worried the group members found me annoying. In the end, the people I became
closest to messaged me after my posts in the group. They deemed me trustworthy enough to
share their stories. Another part of my success was doing work and then offering it up for their
benefit. Many of the steps I took in creating my project, such as creating a population database

for the entire New York State prison system, I shared with the community for their own
knowledge and use. The combination of my continuous presence and contributions, proof that I
was actually doing something helped me gather the information needed to create a useful
project, which was my ultimate goal.
My online focus and choice of creating a website means that for people without internet access,
or people who do not speak English, my project is not accessible. The process of visiting is
already extremely difficult, even for people who do have access to the internet. Visiting without it
can be nearly impossible. This can also pose an issue for older folks who may not have
adequate skills to use the internet.
I wanted to address this issue during the program, but the amount of work it would take to do so
made it impossible in the time I had.
Going forward, I’d like to create informational one page flyers or a pamphlet. I’d like to have one
for general New York State visitation and tips and then more specific ones for each facility.
For now I’m offering my site as a resource for a non-profit organization called New Hour. I hope
that in working with them going forward, we can partner on a pamphlet project or in-person
informational sessions.
I’ve also learned that there are some things you only know if you visit regularly. Some
information, or the confidence of knowing what you’re doing can’t be communicated by a
website.
The community and support shared between family members in these groups is important, and
I’d like to capture more of that supportive information through resources like breathing exercises
and other things to do when you’re nervous or stressed. But I also don’t want to understate the
invaluable nature of these groups. I’d like to create a directory of online support groups and
organizations on the site so people can more easily find something that works for them.

Metrics, Outcomes & Impact
Website Metrics:

There have been 200 unique visitors to the website in the past 30 days, the majority of which
are from within New York State but there have been visitors from other states too. The bounce
rate is a little higher than preferable, but nothing too alarming. The information is engaging
enough, now I just need to find a way to get this website into the hands of people who really
need it (primarily people who are new to the state prison system).
Users spend about two minutes on the visit page and double that on individual facility pages.
This likely means that information that is facility specific is especially valuable.
The goal of my website was to aggregate information that would ease even just one person’s
visit process.
I promoted the site by sharing it with some Facebook community members and community
members that I speak with regularly. I tried to ask them for pointed feedback, especially about
how easy to navigate and understand the site was. The language from the Department of
Corrections can be confusing. It often assumes you know things that you may not. For example,
when it comes to visiting someone in a Special Housing Unit it says:
Special Housing Unit Visiting Days & Hours:
SHU - PIMS Level 1, 2 – One (1) visit per week
SHU - PIMS Level 3, 4 – Two (2) visits per week
Without describing that SHU means Special Housing Unit or how the levels are separated. So,
another big goal of mine was to make sure the website was easy to understand and navigate
and provide context and as much information as needed.
I think the website is looking great and was very easy to navigate. I love that there is a space to
ask questions and provide tips. -Community Member
WOW, it looks amazing!! I went through all the different tabs and I love it! Very clear, easy to
understand and laid out so nicely. -Jessica Devlin, New Hour
I sent the website to an email group for women who have an incarcerated loved one or are
involved in criminal justice in some way (JusticeForWomenCovid19TaskForce). I got the
following responses:
“Awesome, Carla!
This is fantastic!
Thank you so very much!”
-Jayette Lansbury, CASAC FPA

“This is absolutely phenomenal”
-Shameeka France

Reflections
One of the most important things I learned through this process is the importance of listening to
a community before starting to report on them. I thought that I came into the program knowing a
lot about incarceration and in a lot of ways I did. But I didn’t know a lot about the people who are
incarcerated and the people impacted. I didn’t know what they were thinking and feeling and
going through.
I really think the only way to learn and have empathy is to hear directly from people and to really
listen carefully. That is when you can find things that are participatory, things you can work
collaboratively on with a community. I’m most excited about using this tool going forward in my
career. I want to help newsrooms develop their listening skills in order to better serve their entire
audience and community.
If I could restart this semester, or this project I would have liked to start sooner. I had the idea for
a website during the summer, but waited until the semester began to get it underway. I
underestimated just how much work it would take to build a website mostly from scratch.
I’m very proud of what I put together, and feel confident that I’ll be able to continue adding to it
and making it stronger. I’m proud of the relationships I built with this community. I often felt I was
being annoying or embarrassing, continuing to post in groups that didn’t seem so sure about
me. But in the end, the people I became closest to ended up messaging me first. The work I did
and value I provided made me seem useful and trustworthy in their eyes. My project would not
have been possible without them. I am immensely grateful.
JOURNALISM PRACTICES:
(Engaged journalism should be the norm. All journalism should be engaged with a dedication to
listening first.)
●

●

●

Listen first. If you have a story idea or thought, go to that community wherever they are
and start talking to them. Don’t lead with your story idea. Ask questions about what
issues they face and care about. You may find your story idea or angle changing, that’s a
good thing.
Collaborate as often as possible! Ask community members to work with you on
something. They are more than capable of telling their own stories, how can you help
them out?
Get as much feedback as possible. The best feedback comes from asking specific
questions. Not, do you like this but, what about this would you like? Would you use
something like this on a daily basis? Is there something else you’d prefer?

Reporting on the Incarcerated Community:
I often worried I was the wrong person to be reporting on the incarcerated community. I thought
they didn’t need me, that they could tell their own stories. I came to the conclusion that there
needs to be more people reporting on criminal justice with a person first mindset. If you think of

incarcerated people as people, you are the right person to be doing this work. It is so important
to remember that all of these policies and decisions are impacting real life humans with thoughts
and feelings and things and people they love and care about. If you care, you are doing
something right. Follow that, prioritize listening, and you got this.

Appendix: Degree Highlights
●

●

●

●

●
●

●

Televisiting Story. I reported this story about televisits to people incarcerated in facilities
on Rikers Island during the COVD-19 pandemic and subsequent suspension of
in-person visitation. I first heard of issues with the system from a community member on
Prison Talk (an online forum). That person was not interested in being interviewed for a
story, so I tried to reach others by using Twitter and searching for mentions of “Rikers” +
“televisit” or “online visit.”
I created an audio slideshow based on an interview with my Aunt about her experience
with my cousin going to prison. I used images from her house and asked questions
about what exactly happened and what she went through in dealing with it.
○ I also worked alongside the founders of Everyday Incarceration, an archival
Instagram account that uses photography to tell the story of mass incarceration,
through my second and third semesters. I worked on several series they put out,
cutting and editing footage, writing captions with context and posting to the
account.
Data Story, mapping federal prison population data. I worked on this story using data
from the Bureau of Prisons population data. I used an internet archive site to get annual
population data from 2017-2021. I analyzed population trends to give context to how
COVID-19 impacted the federal prison system.
Facebook. I was most successful at building meaningful connections with community
members through one group in particular on Facebook. Facebook is home to many
location specific closed groups where people can ask pointed and in depth questions. I
introduced myself in these groups and tried to be as transparent as possible, letting them
know I was a student of journalism who wanted to learn more about the issues they face
and how they find information. I began trying to serve the community by helping out with
questions they had and then eventually noticing a pattern in what topics came up most. I
also posted updates about my own work and questions for them and how they think
about certain topics and issues. From there, I found community members I chatted with
regularly.
I created these ethical guidelines for reporting with the incarcerated community and their
loved ones.
I created this blog as an interactive and collaborative project with my community. I
wanted to give people the chance to share their experiences and feelings in a truly
anonymous way, while also making it so other people could read them too.
Lean Canvas Assignment. This assignment informed the process of creating my
practicum project. I outlined everything using this, including the problem my product was

●

aiming to solve and how it would do that AND how I would promote it and make it
sustainable.
Medium Post. Final Medium post describing my project and the work I did with the
community.

